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Welcome to the
second edition of
Universal Light.

MEETING IN THE MIDDLE

After the success of our first edition
in September 2018, our second
edition takes a more in-depth look
into the emerging technologies
and trends in the lighting industry.
Following the theme of design,
sustainability and the technological
advancements in this expanding
market, Universal Light #2 will
provide the right kind of knowledge
regarding light, in all its diversities.
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Meeting in the Middle explores
the contentious topic of product
substitution and how this element
of the construction process
impacts the market in various
ways. The article will represent
two perspectives; one being from
an architect, the other, a project
manager and explores guidelines
to follow when approaching a
substitution. Meeting in the Middle
will enlighten readers from the
insight of both industry leaders and
suggest processes to ensure the best
outcome for all involved.

Chapel by Wim Delvoye
Museum of Old and New Art
Photographed by Rémi Chauvin
Lighting design by MEGS Lighting
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In this second edition of Universal
Light, we reached out to renowned
industry leaders from a range of
disciplines. From an exhibition
lighting expert to an energy
management consultant, each
contributor brings a unique
perspective to the lighting world.
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ANALYSING LIGHTING
CODES IN AUSTRALIA (BELOW)

COLLABORATING
WITH BIM (ABOVE)

Take a journey through the eyes
of leading energy management
consultancy, Energy Action
as they analyse and provide
recommendations for Section J of
the National Construction Code
for 2019. With insight from Energy
Action’s lighting consultant, Cynthia
Jolley-Rogers, readers can expect
an educational overview of the
rules and expectations of lighting
designers for 2019.

What has entirely revolutionised the
construction industry and provided
a more efficient, streamlined and
collaborative way to design is still
proving its worth in changing the way
projects are being built and managed
around the world. Jordan Dye explores
the buzz around BIM and how its
collaborative nature is continuing to
shape the future for the design and
construction industry.

Mark Kirkham has spent the last
13 years advocating on the high
performance and longevity claims
of LEDs in New Zealand; now he
spends his time educating on the
lifetime of one. From the impact
of operating temperatures to
the way manufacturers measure
the longevity of LED chips, Mark
provides invaluable insight into the
importance of LED lifetime and why
lighting specifiers must understand
the metrics and standards of their
long-term performance.

COVER IMAGE

Dive into the complex and diverse
world of museum and gallery
lighting and learn the true meaning
behind what constitutes a successful
exhibition lighting outcome. From
award-winning concepts that stretch
across the globe, to the impact
recent technical developments have
made on these spaces, The Art of
Museum Lighting will shed new
insight on how Adam Meredith sets
his work apart from almost every
other museum in the world.

Making the Switch takes us on an
insightful journey through time
- exploring the innovation and
technological advancements the
humble light switch has seen in the
last 140 years. From the invention of
the physical light switch to the dawn
of voice control, the way we interact
with light has changed more in the
last ten years than the previous fifty
years combined.

46
ADDING LIFE TO LANDSCAPING

The importance of exterior lighting
in residential spaces is growing at a
rapid pace. With the advancements
in LED, new concepts and designs
can bring unlimited potential to
outdoor areas and bring exterior
spaces to life at night. LED Outdoor
Director, Troy Merchant details what
successful outdoor lighting looks like
and how a combination of different
luminaires can create an appealing,
secure and safe lighting outcome.

38
TAKING CONTROL

The world of lighting control is
vast and consists of thousands of
different products and different
standards. From control systems
to communication interfaces and
dimming technologies. David Ogilvy
explores the major components
that make up a complete lighting
control solution and how a demand
for energy efficiency has sparked
renewed interest in these solutions.

Interested in
contributing to
Universal Light?
If you are an architect, engineer,
consultant or lighting designer and
are interested in contributing to the
Universal Light magazine, get in
touch with the Unios team. Universal
Light will cover a variety of topics
ranging from the adoption of Revit
to new technology in lighting.
EMAIL AMY@UNIOS.COM
PHONE +61 8 924 8 1888
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“Artificial lighting is not just
about the placement of lights;
instead, a valuable design tool
which influences the way we
experience the world around us.”

From the General Manager
We were proud to see Universal Light
launch to great success in September
2018. With an initial circulation of over
1,500 copies, the publication has reached
designers, architects and consultants
around every corner of Australasia and
beyond. It has been a pleasure to share
our passion for education in the lighting
industry and collaborate with industry
leaders from different fields. In this second
edition, we have sought new insight from
different voices that have shared a new
perspective on how lighting impacts
their disciplines.
In Universal Light #1 we explored the
central role which light plays in our
buildings and how this element is a
fundamental pillar to design. In this
second edition, we address some of the
more technical considerations of lighting,
including the evolving standards around
efficiency and light depreciation.
Each contribution elaborates on the
importance of light in this second
edition, from its capability of distorting
the perception of space to enhancing
aesthetic features. As the quality of light
plays a role in all of our lives, we focus on
various impacts; from comfort to health,
to visual experiences.
Universal Light pays tribute to just how
far we have come since the first lightbulb.
From the introduction of LEDs in their
infancy to the way we test their efficacy and
how we implement these advancements
into digital models for better quality
information throughout a project.
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We explore a multitude of lighting design
layouts, from museum and exhibitions
to exterior spaces. As lighting is of vital
importance in any architectural project,
and with the capability of transforming
spaces, it is no wonder that we now
consider lighting to be a key asset to
bringing projects to life.
Universal Light #2 is a profound study
and celebration into the world of light.
Each perspective and contribution brings
new passion, knowledge and insight in a
time of groundbreaking changes. It is in
our ethos to share the message through
this bi-annual publication, that artificial
lighting is not just about the placement of
lights; instead, a valuable design tool which
influences the way we experience the
world around us.
Thank you to each contributor who has
taken the time to not only contribute to
Universal Light #2 but who shares our
passion for communicating the importance
of light and how its progressive nature
impacts the industry.

PALEY HO
GENERAL MANAGER / UNIOS®
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From the Editor
Universal Light is a reflection of
our passion for light; it is from this
publication which we continuously spread
the message that light is shifting, in every
sense of the word and will continue to do
so for future generations. It is embedded
in our nature to seek new knowledge
and provide this invaluable insight back
into the lighting community. This is the
philosophy of Universal Light, and what
drives the publication; to educate the
importance of light and the advancements
within the industry.
With these efforts, we have brought
forward nine industry leaders who choose
to drive innovation and progression in
their diverse fields. These individuals all
play a significant and distinct role in the
industry. In this edition, we have engaged
with the likes of a lighting designer for
galleries which have showcased Picasso,
Dali and Guggenheim, to a pioneer who
pushed LED products in their introduction
to New Zealand in 2006.
Cynthia Jolley-Rogers shares great insight
from which Energy Action engaged in
Section J of the National Construction
Code. This read will showcase the
advancements in lighting efficacy, and
codes and regulations needed to adapt to
reflect these changes.
Alongside the advancements in lighting
technology in recent years, so has the way
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we design and build. Jordan Dye from
WSP explains why Building Information
Modelling (BIM) is gaining considerable
momentum, and how this influences the
way we collaborate in the industry.
Understanding the way we test and measure
lumen depreciation is a fundamental
aspect of the maturation of the industry
and one that Mark Kirkham is passionate
about. He goes on to provide key insights
and knowledge on how to accurately
assess lighting performance and why those
involved in the built environment need to
know this information.

“We certainly can’t predict the
future, but we can do our due
diligence in researching where
the market is at, what direction
it is heading and how this will
impact the lighting community.”

While these are just a few extracts from
Universal Light #2 that vary immensely,
they all tie into the common theme
of light. We certainly can’t predict the
future, but we can do our due diligence in
researching where the market is at, what
direction it is heading and how this will
impact the lighting community.

HENRY LUONG
BRAND MANAGER / UNIOS®
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Contributors
Unios would like
to express our
gratitude for the
talented contributors
of the second edition
of Universal Light.
The following contributors not
only gave us great insight into
the diverse world of lighting but
also shared invaluable knowledge
from their personal experiences
which has radiated throughout this
publication. Thank you for your
education, hard work and for
helping us bring the second
edition of Universal Light to life.

ADAM MEREDITH
MEGS LIGHTING

MARK KIRKHAM
MARK HERRING LIGHTING

Mark Kirkham is the National
Product Manager of Mark Herring
Lighting and an active member of
the IESANZ and MIES. He has been
involved in the electrical industry his
entire life, starting on the tools then
progressing into various electrical
building services, engineering design
and specification roles.
Mark moved across to the
lighting industry 30 years ago and
attributes his wealth of knowledge
to the diverse experience he has
in specifying, designing and
contracting. This background has
also given Mark great appreciation
for each role within the industry.
Mark now spends his time educating
the importance of lumen efficacy
to specifiers around the country;
educating his customers so they can
make informed decisions to provide
quality lighting solutions and utilise
the most appropriate product for
each specific project. Mark is a
knowledgeable, lighting focused
enthusiast who is trying to make the
world a better place by providing
quality lighting solutions.
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Over the past 18 years, Adam
Meredith has worked within
museums and galleries, including
roles as Exhibition Technical
Services Manager at the Museum of
Old and New Art (MONA), the Head
of Lighting at the National Gallery
of Victoria (NGV), and Technical
Operations, at Museum Victoria. He
is currently the Director of Museum
Exhibition Gallery ServicesLighting (MEGS Lighting).
MEGS Lighting has received
international acclaim for their
lighting contributions for the likes
of James Turrell, Fiona Hall and Wim
Delvoye and continues to impress
around the world with their original
design projects.
Adam’s interest in lighting
efficiency and contemporary design
has been supported by a range of
international research placements
including sponsored trips to the
Guggenheim, Metropolitan and
MOMA (New York, USA), the Louvre
and Pompidou Centre (Paris,
France). In the last eight years, he
has received numerous Illuminated
Engineers Society (IES) awards
for Lighting Design Excellence
and continues to build recognition
for his exceptional, exhibition
lighting concepts.

HENRY LUONG
UNIOS

For ten years Henry Luong has been
honing his craft, building brands at
the intersection of the digital and
physical world. His unique blend of
analytical thought and creativity
has been demonstrated in projects
that cross a range of disciplines.
The common thread that ties these
cross-discipline projects together
is the pursuit of authentic brand
experiences that bring clarity to
complex problems.
Starting his career as a traditional
graphic designer, Henry has gone
on to explore an untraditional
path into strategy, product design
and interior architecture. He has
worked with companies of all shapes
and sizes including projects for
Singapore Airlines, Curtin University,
Brookfield Multiplex and the new
Western Australian Museum.
His work has been published
and recognised in several books
internationally and has received
accolades for his work in Australia,
Hong Kong and the UK. Alongside
his design experience, he has
lectured at a university level for five
years in the area of creative design
and design thinking.

CYNTHIA JOLLEY-ROGERS

DAVID OGILVY

ENERGY ACTION

UNIOS

Cynthia Jolley-Rogers has been
a lighting consultant at Energy
Action since 2010. She has provided
consultation on lighting policy and
energy efficiency upgrades for clients
from a wide range of government
departments and bodies.

David Ogilvy has recently joined the
Unios team as a Technical Engineer
where he shares his passion for
using technology out of the box and
pushing the boundaries of what is
achievable within the industry.

To ensure realistic policy outcomes,
Cynthia applies her real-world
lighting audit, design, installation
and commissioning experience
to her work. She seeks data and
feedback through the lighting
industry’s network of engineers,
designers and suppliers.
Cynthia has worked in various parts
of the lighting industry all her life
including theatre, designing and
sales and is currently the Secretary
of The Lighting Society (IESANZ)
Canberra branch committee. She has
recently designed the lighting for
Handel in the Theatre (Canberra’s
first professional Opera company).
Blending the art of a good lighting
design while remaining conscious
of the environment is what
drives Cynthia.

JORDAN DYE
WSP

Jordan Dye is the Drafting Team
Lead at WSP Perth - one of the
world’s leading engineering
professional services consulting
firms who employ 48,000 people
around the world. He is passionate
about creating innovative ways
to deliver technical designs and
sustainable solutions that support
the growth of the Perth community.
Over his eleven-year career, Jordan
has been involved in the structure
and design of the Gateway WA Perth
Airport and Freight Access Project,
which was the largest infrastructure
project ever undertaken by Main
Roads WA and the Bridge 0270A
Over Tone River; the first bridge
project using the steel-concrete
composite dowel construction
method in Australia.
The most rewarding part of Jordan’s
job is seeing his involvement on a
project positively impact the daily
lives of the local community.

David has a mindset of what could
be, rather than what is and believes
lighting design is a combination of
artistic expression and engineering
precision. To David, real success in
the lighting industry comes from a
delicate balance of both.
As a graduate engineer, he has
contributed to delivering $1 billion
worth of commercial projects
around Perth and has provided to
over 300 construction projects and
fitouts throughout his five years
as a consultant. David has also
been part of a team that delivered
internal Revit/BIM software that
was entirely ahead of the market.
His previous experience ranges
from a building services design
consultant and is self-taught in
the fields of electronics design,
programming and machining.

SCOTT MEEK
STALLARD MEEK ARCHITECTS

Scott Meek is Partner of Stallard
Meek Architects (SMA); he started
the business after completing his
Masters of Architecture in 2010 at
the Univesity of Adelaide.
Based in the heart of Adelaide, Scott
enjoys the challenges that each
project brings, whether that be a
$200,000 or an $85 million build.
His passion for architecture extends
from the design concept to the
interaction and relationships he
develops with each client.
Scott is the Design Director and
responsible for all design outcomes
at SMA. He attributes many
prominent concepts to his excellent
team of architects and graduates
and enjoys the collaborative nature
in which they work.
The foundation of SMA is to use
great knowledge in design and
documentation to provide a
comprehensive and complete service
to clients. Scott credits this, along
with the strong relationships he
has built since 2014 to the repeat
clientele of SMA.
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Contributors

TROY MERCHANT
LED OUTDOOR

ANDREW MOSS
FREDON

Andrew Moss is the Project Manager
of Fredon, a leading provider
of engineering, construction
and maintenance solutions. His
experience successfully managing
various large scale commercial
and industrial projects in the past
highlights his vast capabilities.
Along with project management,
Andrew is experienced in estimating,
quantity surveying and cost
management of commercial and
industrial projects. He is also
experienced working in hazardous
areas including installation, testing,
selecting and ITP inspections.
Underpinning his strong project
delivery skills, Andrew has sound
business knowledge that assists in
making commercial decisions
based on ongoing client and
company satisfaction.

Troy Merchant is the Director of
LED Outdoor, a leading landscape
and architectural lighting provider
in Adelaide, South Australia. His
passion for lighting stemmed from
an early interest in stage lighting
and has since evolved into the
landscape design industry.
For Troy, lighting is about creating
the right atmosphere and using
quality over quantity. His emphasis
is on highlighting the natural beauty
and textural elements that surround
us rather than the light fitting itself.
The success of LED Outdoor has
been created through a drive to
exceed client expectations and
building upon great relationships
within the industry. In 2017, Troy
and his wife Andrea opened up their
new contemporary showroom to
showcase both their exterior and
interior ranges. The small team
at LED Outdoor work closely with
clients from initial idea through to
design, ensuring a quality outcome
and installation process.

Amarna, Hype Ethereal Skyspace by James Turrell
2015 Collection Museum of Old and New Art
Photographed by Rémi Chauvin
Lighting installation by MEGS Lighting
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The Meaning
of LED Life
LED technology has revolutionised the lighting
industry as we know it in recent years, with universal
and widespread adoption in almost all applications.
Although, with recent technological advancements
in LED chips, the industry is becoming increasingly
aware that not all are created equal, and there are
notable variations in the quality, initial and long-term
performance and longevity of LED luminaires. In
consideration of this, standards have been developed
to assess their long-term performance.
Contributor: Mark Kirkham / Mark Herring Lighting

MARK KIRKHAM, NATIONAL PRODUCT
Manager of Mark Herring Lighting (MHL)
in Auckland, New Zealand believes that
these LED-specific performance metrics are
not well understood and often not applied
fairly or correctly. “This may result in light
levels falling below compliant levels part
way through the expected application
life of the luminaires,” he explains.
Thus, luminaires will provide a shorter
application life than expected.
Lighting standards prescribe minimum
illuminance/luminance values that need
to be maintained at all times during the
application life of the lighting system.
Mark elaborates that the depreciation in
light output of the luminaires should be
taken into account in the lighting design
to ensure the light levels do not fall below
compliant levels over the prescribed
application life of the luminaires.
AS/NZS 1158 provides clear guidance in
respect of determining maintenance
factors for exterior lighting. These
standards are currently undergoing an
update in which LED technology are
incorporated (refer to sidebar).
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The current standard prescribes that
overall maintenance factors (to be referred
to as LLF in the updated standard), shall
not exceed 0.7 for IP5X luminaires and
0.8 for IP6X luminaires. “Too often we
see these absolute maximums of 0.7 or
0.8 used by default in the lighting design
which suggests the designer may not
have bothered to determine accurate and
realistic MFs or is overly optimistic with
their assessment,” Mark declares - stating
that a similar method often applies to
interior lighting designs.
Mark initially gained an interest in LEDs
since their infancy and introduction to
New Zealand in 2006. Before moving to
MHL, Mark’s LED involvement was
almost exclusively focused on exterior
lighting solutions. He became one of the
pioneers in New Zealand to push LED
products into municipal (council) road
lighting applications.
Being one of the first credible lighting
suppliers in New Zealand to promote
LEDs meant that Mark focused mostly on
educating and proving that LEDs were up
to meeting its very high performance and

The AS/NZS 1158 - Lighting for Roads
& Public Spaces suite of standards
provides clear guidance in respect
of determining maintenance/light
loss factors for exterior lighting
applications. An update of the
AS/NZS 1158 Part 3.1 - Pedestrian
Area (Cat P) Lighting part of this
standard is about to be published
which introduces the following new
terminology and acronyms:

LLF = LDD × LLD
Where:
LLF is the system overall design Light
Loss (maintenance) Factor (to be used in
the design)
LDD is the Luminaire Dirt Depreciation
factor (dirt accumulation on the
luminaire between cleaning cycles)
LLD is the Light source Lumen
Depreciation (depreciation of light
output from the LEDs over the
application life of the luminaires)
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LED PERFORMANCE

“With a huge (and growing) installed
base of LEDs now operating and the
performance of these being analysed,
there is a developing belief that colour
shift may in the future become the new
determinant of life.”
TIME

longevity claims. “There was also time invested
in lobbying for changes of standards to
incorporate LEDs,” he remarks. Mark quickly
realised that not all LED products were created
equal and those decision makers needed the
knowledge and tools to be able to evaluate
products fairly. “I saw this as a great opportunity
to upskill on this topic and educate our specifiers
and the end user,” Mark confirms.

understand and apply the principles. He explains
that unfortunately only a minority of decision
makers correctly determine and apply accurate
and realistic maintenance factors in their designs.
“There is much more work still to be done to
educate and encourage accurate and realistic
maintenance factors to be determined and
applied in the lighting design and specification
process,” he reveals.

As LED products are not created equal and can
range in quality, performance and longevity,
Mark emphasises that many decision-makers
still do not realise or adequately assess these
implications. “Too often we see users apply the
same, unrealistically optimistic maintenance
factors to all LED products,” he comments. Mark
adds that the mortality of LEDs has never really
been an issue and still isn’t. “Until recently, lumen
depreciation was considered the attribute that
determined the effective lifetime of LEDs,” he
states. “With a huge (and growing) installed base
of LEDs now operating and the performance of
these being analysed, there is a developing belief
that colour shift may in the future become the
new determinant of life.”

When it comes to what an investor or developer
considers for an LED lifetime, Mark reveals it’s
all about whole-of-life (WoL) costs (capital +
operating + maintenance) over the lifetime of the
lighting installation. “It is usually the case that
better performing/longer life (albeit higher price)
luminaires will often have a lower WoL cost than
cheaper, poor performing/shorter life luminaires,”
he informs. Mark says, unfortunately, a developer
who will quickly sell or lease a building is usually
only interested in the up-front capital cost (supply
+ installation = capital). “They are not usually
responsible for, or concerned about the operating/
maintenance and consequently utilise lower cost,
less efficient, shorter life luminaires,” he reveals.

Mark believes there was also a lack of knowledge
in regards to LED life for interior applications,
so he found himself inspired to educate on the
topic further. “Some of my educational efforts
were executed under the IES, which was very well
received,” he comments. Mark presented to record
crowds across New Zealand, which helped get the
message through to some of the IES members to
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For building owner-operators, quality landlords
and long-term tenants, they are more likely to
invest more up front in higher quality, higher
efficiency, longer life luminaires, resulting in lower
WoL costs. Mark explains that by utilising higher
quality and better performing lighting solutions,
developers are likely to raise the spec of the
lighting - and likely demand a higher lease rate.

LED chip quality, along with operating
temperatures in the luminaires will determine the
LED lifetime. LED life metrics are defined as Lxx
and Byy. Mark explains that Lxx is the primary
metric that defines lumen depreciation. The
‘xx’ denotes the % of initial light output after a
nominated number of hours of operation. – L70
60,000hrs denotes the light output is predicted
to depreciate to 70% of initial after 60,000hrs
of operation. The Byy is a ‘statistical confidence’
metric which further defines the ‘L’ metric. The
‘yy’ denotes the proportion of lamps whose light
output is expected to have depreciated to below
the nominated ‘L’ value at the nominated
number of hours.
Mark explains that luminaires with old
technology will be re-lamped and cleaned
multiple times during the application life; thus
the output is fully restorable to new (or near new)
performance during each maintenance (re-lamp
and clean) cycle. Mark says for LED luminaires,
it is generally assumed that LED boards/light
engines will not need to be replaced during the
application life and that maintenance (if any) is
limited to cleaning.
The LED chip manufacturer tests lumen
depreciation in accordance with IESNA LM-80.
LM-80 prescribes a sample batch of chips are
tested under controlled thermal conditions at a
range of operating temperatures for a minimum
of 6,000hrs. Mark elaborates that luminaire
manufacturers then need to conduct In-Situ
Temperature Measurement Tests (ISTMT) to

determine the operating temperature of the LED
chips installed in the luminaires while operating
at the rated ambient temperature.

given it will directly affect the application life
of the luminaires, and thus the WoL cost of the
lighting installation.

While LEDs have been around for over 50 years,
they are a relatively new technology for general
lighting applications. As LEDs have such a long
expected life, there is insufficient test data upon
which to determine long term depreciation
accurately. As a consequence, to determine lumen
depreciation beyond the test period in LM-80,
the US EPA has developed their TM-21 calculator.
This predicts the long term lumen depreciation by
extrapolation based on the LM-80 LED chip test
data and the operating temperature of the chips
in the specific luminaire as determined by the
ISTMT. Mark noted that while this TM-21 has been
widely adopted, there are some concerns over the
accuracy of the calculator along with the lifetime
predictions generated from it.

Mark believes lighting designers and specifiers
still fail to understand the fundamental difference
between old technology (halogen/fluorescent/
HID) luminaires and LED luminaires. He
emphasises that for LEDs; maintenance factors
will vary widely depending on the chips used,
operating current, the thermal design of the
luminaires and the ambient temperature. “The
use of unrealistically high maintenance factors
for LED products will result in light levels falling
below compliant levels part way through the
expected application life, resulting in a shorter
application life than expected,” he states.

Mark believes that it is also very likely that some
manufacturers are inflating their claims, or in
the absence of carrying out all of the necessary
testings, may just be guessing LED lifetime. “I
have always encouraged specifiers to challenge
manufacturers to substantiate their performance
claims by providing the necessary LM-79, LM-80,
ISTMT and TM-21 test reports,” he remarks. “It’s
surprising how many manufacturers struggle to
do this - reputable LED luminaire manufacturers
should be able to provide these.”

CONTRIBUTOR
MARK KIRKHAM

National Product
Manager of Mark
Herring Lighting

Mark continues his efforts to educate the market
that LED products are not all created equal and will
vary in quality, performance and longevity. He says
he will always provide the insight and knowledge
to his customers to accurately assess the lighting
performance over the expected service life of
the installation so that they can make informed
decisions in respect of the most appropriate
products to use for each application.

Mark expresses that it is important to question
the lifetime, performance and reliability of LEDs
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The Art of
Museum Lighting
Galleries and museums call for a depth of visual
experience, where lighting is paramount to a visitor’s
journey and how they experience the representation
of artwork on display. Elements of artificial light such
as ambience, CRI, colour temperature and the type of
products used, all play an essential role in the accurate
representation of work.
Contributor: Adam Meredith / Museum Exhibition Gallery Services (MEGS Lighting)

FROM COMMUNICATING DRAMA IN THESE SPACES
to creating anticipation upon entrance, lighting is an integral
part of the storytelling process. Light can be used to alter the
mood of an exhibition space, draw attention to certain points,
and to guide a visitor’s journey from entrance to exit.
Director of Museum Exhibition Gallery Services (MEGS), Adam
Meredith is no stranger to the story light tells in exhibition
spaces and has provided his expertise to internationally
acclaimed artists, designers, conservators, curators, galleries and
museums for the last 18 years.
Adam says he was exposed to the impact light has on a space
by two things - one being his first role in Technical Operations
at Museum Victoria, and the other, his mentor and a fellow
lighting designer from Museum Victoria, James Clavering. “This
role exposed me to the flexibility of light and how to use it to
create an impact and ambience,” he says. It was from here that
Adam went on to become Head of Lighting at the National
Gallery of Victoria (NGV) for six years. This role called for Adam

to bring lighting concepts to life for over 180 exhibitions,
including touring exhibitions for renowned artists, collections
and galleries such as Picasso, Dali and Guggenheim.
On creating his award-winning exhibition lighting concept
for The Museum of Old and New Art (MONA), Adam says it
was the exhibition development process itself that defined
the exhibition lighting into great detail. “I worked closely with
Adrian Spikes (Designer), Dylan Banks (Technical Manager)
and Aegres (Audiovisual Consultants) on the exhibition and
collection objects under the direction of the owner, artists and
curatorial team.” Adam says this is where they worked through
a lot of concept details and identified the challenges to make
them a reality.
Adam recalls just how exciting the project was, as it called for
industry experts from all around the country. “WSP Lincolne
Scott took care of the electrical engineering, and Don Salisbury
of Vision did a great job of the winery, bars, library, public spaces
and base building lighting,” he states.

Bullet Hole by Mat Collishaw
Museum of Old and New Art
Photographed by Rémi Chauvin
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As museums and galleries require display cases for security
reasons, Adam explains that fibre optics played a large part in
the exhibition. He says that fibre optics will always be present
in high-end conservation galleries environments due to the
remote light source which offers a controlled light focus to
meet the required lux levels per object within the case. “My
task with the custom vitrines for MONA included specifying
a custom fibre optic system to suit per object. Ensuring that
all electrical and object mounts offered the correct lighting
angles and identified where shadows would fall to produce
details,” he states. The custom display cases ranged from
permanent outdoor units with stand-alone climate control
and monitoring, visitor interaction and controllable light
levels. Adam acknowledges the team worked through many
mock-ups and samples to ensure the final installation would
offer a seamless look.
As museums are moving away from traditional exhibitions to be
more interactive, Adam believes technology plays a significant
role in offering more exciting ideas. “We can now mix
audiovisual, pixel surfaces and lighting together, which brings a
lot of new opportunities for these spaces and its visitors.”
↑
Museum of Old
and New Art
Photographed by
Rémi Chauvin

→
Snake (Rainbow Serpent) by Sidney Nolan
Photographed by Rémi Chauvin
Lange eenzame man by Berlinde De Bruyckere
Museum of Old and New Art
Photographed by Rémi Chauvin

Galleries are also beginning to adopt more innovative
technologies which impact a user’s experience. “The O device
was a custom product developed by MONA that allowed
visitors to look for object information, artist interviews, owner
comments and live music,” Adam remarks. The O device also
allowed the lighting at MONA to focus solely on the objects
themselves, rather than just the light text panels, (as seen in
traditional gallery spaces).
Of course, when it comes to correlated colour temperature (CCT)
in gallery spaces, there is an important role to play as this will
not only affect the colour appearance of the object or space, but
the mood communicated to the visitor. A cooler white can make
an exhibit appear crisper and more contemporary, where a
warmer CCT, can make a gallery or museum feel cosier and have
a more welcoming effect.

←
Chapel by Wim Delvoye
Museum of Old and New Art
Photographed by Rémi Chauvin
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↑
Wrong Way Time by Fiona Hall
Australian Pavilion
Venice Biennale 2015

Adam says that where there is no ambient daylight within a
space, MEGS will typically stick to a more traditional and warm
CCT of 3000K. In spaces that are modern, bright and hold
contemporary collections, with elements of daylight, Adam will
employ 4000K. “On some occasions, I will use tuneable white
when the public use the space during the day through to the
night,” he states. When working with an artist, Adam will also
allow them the freedom of choosing the CCT once their art has
been installed and commissioned. With this advent of CCT;
lighting designers possess the ability to create and affect moods,
all while dictating the way visitors perceive art and objects.
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is the Director of MEGS
Lighting

↑
Juan Davila images, Courtesy
Kalli Rolfe Contemporary Art
National Gallery of Victoria
NGV Photography Department
↗
Art of the Arab Lands,
Turkey, Iran, Central Asia
Metropolitan Museum of Art
New York City
→
The Central Gallery
Tasmanian Museum
and Art Gallery
Photographed by
Simon Cuthbert
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On the importance of creating ambience, Adam says
it’s about finding the balance of light within the
spaces; “highlighting objects, but not overpowering the
light-sensitive ones,” he states. “I’ll always offer a small
amount of way-finding light throughout the space in a
creative way too.” With an ever growing list of creative
LED products and control options, Adam believes you
can adopt innovative ways to light spaces and include
audiovisual as part of the ambience.
For galleries and museums, colour rendering is
imperative to ensure objects will appear as ‘natural’ as
possible. As most LED manufacturers already offer a high
CRI, Adam believes it is essential to have stability and
consistency between fixtures. He says after witnessing
the manufacturing process; he is now aware of what
it takes to produce a good quality luminaire that
provides an exceptional CRI. “You can certainly identify
where some companies skimp on the quality, and new
advanced light metres measure everything on the
spectrum, so you know exactly what you have,” he claims.
For Adam, he will always ensure the lighting portrays
artwork in its most accurate, vivid form and represents
the entire colour spectrum as best as possible.
Adam expresses the current trend of lighting hardware
moving towards the miniaturisation of equipment,
which still offers good optics, control and flexibility.
He explains these all work along low voltage tracks,
complement low ceiling heights and proves to be more
cost-effective. “Like all projects, they adopt their own
identity and direction through the design process; then
you work within the budget and visual requirements to
narrow down an ideal fixture choice,” he remarks. Adam
clarifies that the miniaturisation of products allows
architects to make ceilings lower in galleries - which
creates extra levels and floor space.

As lighting plays a significant role in determining how
people experience art in a museum or gallery, Adam likes
to create flexible systems that can cater to most requests.
With the ability to visually affect the size of a room, or
the way users interpret and engage with the art, lighting
designers play a pivotal role in the success of a gallery
and displayed artwork.
For the lighting design of MONA, Adam reveals that
it was never going to take a standard approach given
the nature of the space; “As Art Processors and Aegres
made a custom visitor handheld guide, this allowed for
the lighting to be minimal and very object focused.”
He explains that working directly with the owner who
was not driven by budget, broadened the scope to offer
something truly unique. “The approach itself was very
precise, as we worked within the collection, this was to
identify how every item on display would be lit.”
MONA also had a 3D gaming model developed that was
a custom program to walk through the exhibition design
model visually. “It offered a full online catalogue of the
art at MONA, which you could select anything in 2D and
3D, with video content running as you walked past it,”
Adam states.
On the LED front, Adam believes it is a smooth process
to use for the end user once you have designed a suitable
and flexible system. He says that lighting will continue
to have new products as technology moves forward and
that this will continue to bring endless possibilities.
Adam demonstrated a unique ability in his lighting
concept for The Long Gallery at the Australian Museum.
Receiving the 2018 Lighting Design Excellence Award
from the Illuminating Engineering Society; he says
the project showcased the most influential people and
objects of Australian history.
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“Working with Goppion; the Italian showcase company,
for the technical requirements and to detail the
fabrication was very satisfying, especially when I saw that
my efforts were rewarded with a great result,” he explains.
The museum now has a fibre optics system of over 1,000
focused microlights on the ground floor, offers side and
uplights, which has made lighting possible from any
location with the Luxam System (a nano and microLED fibre optic system). MEGS also incorporated nano
recessed uplighting on level 1 vitrines, which eliminated
shadows from the track light. With vitrines being
lit externally from above, it created some unwanted
shadows due to the variety of shaped objects. Adam
says by adding a small hidden adjustable uplight, this
balanced out shadows, highlighted details and added
three dimensional light back within the vitrines.

“When the client walks away
knowing they are presenting the
best version of their object to the
public with your concept, that’s
the greatest outcome possible.”
24
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Adam says that the variety of lighting products available
on the market all offer a certain level of accessories for
lighting levels, control and comfort. Now with advanced
technologies available (laser cut, 3D printing) and the
level of fabrication and finishes, you can refine your
requirements to have custom accessories tailored to suit
that one off application perfectly.
Lighting has evolved from a tool of ensuring safety
(compliance of standards and regulations in museums)
to become a major discipline which has an impact on

energy usage, environmental impact and budgets. Adam
explains that although LED has some limitations as a
light source, it offers far greater flexibility than traditional
light sources. “Lighting design focuses on methods and
materials that improve both quality and efficiency, but
it is important to keep in mind that more light is not
necessarily always going to be better,” he explains.

↑
The Long Gallery
The Australian Museum
Photographed by
Rosie Hastie Photography
←
Kereru Wings by Fiona Pardington
Museum of Old and New Art
Phographed by Rémi Chauvin

Lighting design for art and culture allows people to step
into the mind and world of the artist. Adam says for him,
it’s about chasing the result. “When the client walks away
knowing they are presenting the best version of their
object to the public with your concept, that’s the greatest
outcome possible.” He goes on to say that in some
instances, people will notice new details on an object that
they have never seen before, all thanks to correct lighting.
When lighting a gallery or museum, Adam must consider
a wide range of tools and techniques to balance the
light. From varying light beams and angles to the use
of wallwashing, mounting height, dimming and track;
each aspect must be carefully considered to ensure the
perfect outcome is met. He believes that lighting has an
exciting future for exhibitions as building architecture
and collections are becoming more challenging, and he
can’t wait to see where it goes.
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Making the Switch
During the first few weeks of Donald Trump’s presidency
in early 2017, it was reported that the president and his
aides had a little trouble operating the light switches in
the White House. At the end of meetings in the cabinet
room, visitors would walk around, testing doors until
eventually finding an exit.
Contributor: Henry Luong / Unios

WHILE SOME MAY ALLUDE
to the situation as a metaphor for
the Trump presidency, those in
the lighting business might have
questioned the need for smart
lighting in the White House.
It is almost second nature for us to
look for a light switch when entering
a dark room. It is how most of us have
ever known to turn a light on and off.
It is the most ordinary of things. Even
in complete darkness in an unfamiliar
environment, we know the height a
light switch is generally fixed at and
the inherent shape and contours of its
form. The quintessential rectangular
form with a centred rocker is so
ubiquitous in society that we don’t
give it a second thought.
With the advent of smartphones
and now voice assistants, the user
interface with which we control
lighting is moving from the tactile to
touch and now to voice. Surrounding
all this technological advancement
is a more philosophical question
around what the ideal way of
controlling our lighting should
be, and the answer isn’t so black
and white. For most of our lives,
we would simply walk into a room
and near the door, there would be a
switch on the wall. Is it more or less
convenient to take your phone out of
your pocket, load up an app and turn
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on the lights? Arguably, there is more
granular control in the latter, but
perhaps it is also less accessible.
It is 1878 in Northumberland, a
county in North East England.
Industrialist, inventor and
philanthropist, Sir William
Armstrong, has just installed a small
hydro electric plant on his property
for the purpose of generating
electric light in a picture gallery.
Cragside, as it was called, was one
of the first houses in the world to
be lit with electric light. The first
light bulb to be manufactured in
large numbers became known as
the Cragside type lamp, which was
established in a nearby light bulb
factory by Joseph Swan.
During the same period of time, an
American inventor by the name of
Thomas Edison was beginning to
research the idea of an incandescent
lamp and filed his first patent
application in 1878. While Edison is
commonly identified as the inventor
of the light bulb, there were actually
over 20 recorded attempts at the
development of a light bulb before
both Swan and Edison. Like a lot of
other inventions that have impacted
modern society, they can actually be
attributed to many different people
over an extended period of time.

Swan and Edison would eventually
team up to form The Edison & Swan
United Electric Light company in
1883. Only a year after the formation
of their company, an electrical
engineer by the name of John Henry
Holmes developed the first light
switch with quick-break technology.
While earlier switch designs took
an eternity to switch on and off
and had issues with arcing, Holmes’
design featured a snap on/snap off
element, which equated to contacts
that would snap together or spring
apart at a rapid rate when the switch
was toggled. In principle, this same
design is still the basis for billions of
light switches around the world.
The instantaneity of a physical light
switch was almost magical at first. It
was the first time in history, we could
change the visual appearance of our
physical environment at a whim, and
it was advertised as such. Over the
next one hundred years, the concept
of the light switch went from the
magical to the mundane as adoption
became universal. What started as
the most cutting-edge of technology
became routine, almost subconscious.
The design of the humble light
switch has evolved over time,
with countless variations in size,
shape and function. The physical
movement to signify “on” and “off”
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“It is almost second nature for us to look
for a light switch when entering a dark
room. It is how most of us have ever
known to turn a light on and off.”
states can vary from a rocker being
toggled up and down to a button
being pushed in and out.

CONTRIBUTOR
HENRY LUONG

is the Brand Manager
of Unios

In principle, the notion of physical
controls mounted to a wall remains
the same. In the same way children
born today will grow up with an
inherent understanding of the way
touch screen devices operate, we
understood the concept of a light
switch from the time we could walk
and talk. Times are changing though,
and the battle for lighting control
supremacy is heating up.
The next chapter in the story of the
interface with which we interact
with light is touch screens. With
over 2.5 billion smartphone users
worldwide, each spending over
two hours a day on these devices,
it makes sense that the next
natural progression is towards
mobile applications. Whenever a
function is moved from a physical
to a digital interface, there needs
to be a tangible benefit. In this
case, the digital interface can
offer significantly more granular
control of lighting. Depending
on the lighting control solution
(bluetooth, wifi, Zigbee), there’s the
ability to achieve standard functions
such as dimming, more advanced
controls to create scenes, or gradual
colour temperature shifts to match
circadian rhythms.
We have become increasingly
familiar with controlling many
aspects of our lives through the lens
of our smartphones. Whether it is
as simple as managing our weekly
shopping list or the temperature
of our homes, if you can think of it,
there is probably an application that
exists to manage or control it.
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With this evolution of the Internet
of Things (IoT), comes a dilemma
that stands at the antithesis of what
the applications aim to do. Each of
these applications aims to offer more
convenience than traditional means of
control, but with each of these devices
running its own race with its own
independent software, early adopters
are becoming lost in a landslide of
different protocols and apps.
As the market matures, smartphone
users are becoming more and more
selective about the types of apps
they install on their devices. The
question is then posed around
whether the additional control
from an app to control your lighting
is that much more beneficial or
convenient than traditional wall
mounted interfaces for the majority
of use-cases. This is where the
argument is made for voice control.
It wasn’t long ago that voice
activated lighting conjured pictures
of the Jetsons and robots. In recent
years however, the rise of Google
Assistant, Siri and Alexa have gained
considerable traction. From music
to lighting, all types of devices are
being developed in consideration of
control via voice. Where smartphone
apps suffered the inconvenience of
still being attached to a device, voice
controlled devices can be activated
from anywhere within the vicinity
of a hub. The accessibility and ease
of use is much improved. Turning on
your lighting after returning home
with copious amounts of groceries in
both hands has never been easier.
Voice is perhaps the next frontier
in how we interact with technology.
Voice controlled devices are flooding
the market and will only improve as

the technology improves. However,
despite the automation and
convenience of voice control - it
does still rely on user input. There
is a growing discussion around the
idea of the “Invisible UI”; a belief
that proposes no user interface is
the best user interface. An invisible
UI is essentially an interaction that
requires no user interface because
of how intuitive it is. It could be that
Amazon understands your weekly
usage of milk and reorders on your
behalf without the need for you to
place the order.
In the context of lighting, an
invisible UI could create lighting
systems that understand our
preferences and behaviour.
This method would be a truly
transformative way to think about
lighting and the first real leap from
the idea of lighting requiring input
to lighting that is anticipatory. Over
time, your lighting system might
learn all your preferences - from
which lights you turn on to retrieve
a glass of milk in the middle of the
night, to the dimming settings you
choose to wind down to every night.
There are a raft of concerns
that arise from all these new
technologies, such as privacy
breaches and data collection,
but there is no doubt they offer
greater control and convenience
that seemed impossible only a few
decades ago. The way we interact
with lighting on a day-to-day basis
is undergoing more change in
the last ten years than the fifty
years before combined. Where it is
heading is still unclear but the tug
of war will hinge on convenience,
control and the user interface.
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Analysing Lighting
Codes in Australia
Energy Action is Australia’s leading energy management
consultancy, delivering efficiency in environmental and
financial outcomes. In 2018, Energy Action was engaged to
provide analysis and recommendations for Section J of the
National Construction Code (NCC) 2019, which included
Section J6 for Artificial Lighting.
Contributor: Cynthia Jolley-Rogers / Energy Action

SECTION J OF THE NCC SETS OUT RULES FOR ENERGY
efficiency for all building services. The NCC is referenced by
state and territory law, making it mandatory to comply with
NCC requirements when designing and constructing buildings
in Australia.
Cynthia Jolley-Rogers, a lighting consultant for Energy Action,
was engaged by the Australian Building Codes Board (ABCB)
to test the capacity to increase the stringency for maximum
allowable Illumination Power Density (IPD) based on the use
of LED. IPD is the number of watts required per square metre
to light a space. Under this scope of works, Energy Action
provided recommendations for updating the text in Section
J6 of NCC 2019. These recommendations were developed to
address changing lighting technology and increasing energy
efficiency needs.
With some developments still classified, Cynthia describes
Energy Action’s findings in Section J6 for NCC 2019, which are
currently in the public realm. “When the public comment draft
of NCC 2019 was released, the ABCB engaged with the lighting
industry to understand the impact of the proposed changes,”
explains Cynthia.
Cynthia reveals that the ABCB called for case studies as
examples of how the lighting industry could reduce the IPD in
their designs and show areas where the changes would impact
future designs adversely. Ten case studies were received from
four different companies (participants of the case studies were
promised a degree of privacy to protect their IP).
Conclusively - track lighting was most impacted by the draft.
Cynthia reveals; “The calculations required for the track lighting
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used up too great a portion of the allowable IPD for the space.”
She states that this subsequently locked the designer into using
a small amount of track lighting and no other luminaire types,
or to not using track lighting at all.
The proposed changes for track lighting were also discussed
with lighting designers at a Canberra branch IES technical
workshop in great detail. “The logic was that the code was
attempting to lock down the power consumption of track lights
to prevent the installation of new luminaires after the design
had been signed off as meeting the code,” explains Cynthia. “It
was thought by those who had written the earlier versions of
the code that since track lights do not require an electrician to
install them, that they were open to flouting the system”.
However, the lighting industry argued that once a design is
installed it remains the same for many years until a retro-fit
occurs. The industry consensus was that only in spaces with
temporary lighting installations (such as galleries and function
centres) are track lights regularly moved around and removed
or added from the track.
“In most environments, the power consumption remains static
because (even if the lights are moved around), the original
quantity remains the same,” comments Cynthia. She reveals
that the fear track lights could be added after the design has
been signed off, as meeting code was no more valid than
anyone adding lights to an installation after it’s been signed
off. “Both are possible, and in reality, one does not occur any
more frequently than the other.” From these findings, and the
workshop Energy Action recommended - the track lighting
clause for NCC 2019 was removed.
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Restaurants

Laboratories

Further case studies were undertaken on the
IDP in restaurants, retailers, laboratories, offices
and storage spaces. “The restaurant case studies
revealed that they could not achieve the proposed
IPD of 6W/m²” reveals Cynthia. Although the
restaurant lighting designs varied in energy
intensity - even the least energy intensive did
not achieve the proposed new limit. Off the
back of the restaurant case studies, and further
discussions with the lighting industry, the ABCB
decided to raise the maximum IPD in NCC 2019
for restaurants to 16W/m² - which was down
from 18W/m² in the existing code.

The designers commented that the laboratory
case study did not include shelves and cautioned
that labs with shelves would require a higher IPD.
Cynthia explains that even when Energy Action
multiplied the power consumption of the case
study by four, it still complied. “This indicated that
even with shelving introduced, the maximum IPD
is appropriate,” she reveals. Therefore the
proposed IPD for laboratories of 6W/m² will
not change in NCC 2019.

It was noted that on a space by space basis, the
restaurant designs did not conform to NCC 2016,
but they did when the spaces were assessed as
a whole. “This method of offsetting the lower
power use in some spaces against other spaces to
achieve an overall conformity, is the driver behind
the use of the performance method,” comments
Cynthia. “This is encouraged to enable clever use
of overall efficient design in combination with
creative elements.”

Retail
The retail case study provided was the common
area of a shopping mall. “Even though this was
not based on an actual shop, it was a valid case
study as it showed that the proposed maximum
IPD of 2.5W/m² was woefully inadequate for this
space type,” comments Cynthia. These findings
then prompted a conversation between the
lighting industry stakeholders about what would
be required to light a retail space. The discussion
resulted in the proposed IPD being raised to
16W/m² - down from 22W/m² in NCC 2016.
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Office
For lighting designs in office spaces, three case
studies were provided. “All of these designs were
effective and elegant,” remarks Cynthia. Two of
them conformed to the NCC 2019 proposed IPD
of 4.5W/m², proving that it is achievable.

Storage (Vertical Illuminance)
The issue of compliance for vertical illuminance
in storage facilities was raised by a case study
into a design for an archives space. Cynthia
explains the issue is that there is no allowance
for vertical illuminance in the code, and this
should be addressed.

“The case study is targeting 320lx on the verticals
and the floor,” she discusses. This specification
differs from CIBSE recommendations for
vertical illuminance because it requires the same
illuminance on both the vertical and horizontal
planes. While the necessity of this requirement is
arguable, it does highlight the issue of maximum
IPD for vertical illuminance. “In NCC 2019 an
allowance of 4.5W/m² is proposed for an average
of 320lx.” Since a higher IPD is required to achieve
vertical light levels as opposed to horizontal
light levels, Energy Action has proposed an
extra allowance in Section J6 when a vertical
illuminance is targeted.
Energy Action recommended to the ABCB that
explanatory notes be included in the NCC 2019 to
state that the maximum IPD allowances were for
horizontal illuminance only and that for vertical
illuminance targets designers should use the
maximum IPD one level up from the IPD stated
for that horizontal value. Using this method, the
archive would use the 320lx to 400lx maximum
IPD allowance which is 6W/m², and the design
would conform.

16

W/m2
RESTAURANTS

6

16

W/m2
LABORATORIES

RETAIL

Cynthia explains that vertical illuminance targets
are mentioned only fleetingly in AS1680. The
UK’s Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers (CIBSE) Lighting Codes provide more
detailed recommendations for the ratio of vertical
illuminance to horizontal illuminance. Based on
CIBSE Lighting Codes, the recommended average
vertical illuminance level would be one step down
in the AS1680 tables from the recommended
horizontal illuminance level. “So, for example, an
office which has a horizontal target of 320lx would
have a vertical target of 240lx,” she confirms.

4.5

OFFICES

Cynthia elaborates that since the NCC Section J6.2a table and explanatory notes are heavily
based on AS1680, the failure of the standard to address vertical illuminance means that the
ABCB’s hands are tied. “They need the lighting industry to show the way on this issue, so it
looks like this recommendation will not be implemented in the NCC 2019,” she remarks. In
light of this, the treatment of vertical illuminance in both the NCC and in AS/NZS1680 will
be an issue which will require further analysis and discussion by the lighting industry.
LEDs mature and energy use changes, along with the expectation from light. The best
outcome from the NCC in the adjustment is a careful balance between performance, design
intent and energy efficiency which reflects modern technology.

W/m2

W/m2

6

W/m2
STORAGE

(VERTICAL ILLUMINANCE)
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Collaborating with BIM
Building Information Modelling (BIM) is revolutionising the way
architects, engineers and construction professionals build and
design to be more efficient and streamlined. Not only does BIM
provide the right insight and tools for design coordination and
improved constructability, but it also creates and manages all of
the information on a project – before, during and after construction.
Contributor: Jordan Dye / WSP

JORDAN DYE, DRAFTING TEAM LEAD AT
WSP Perth, a leading engineering service
consulting firm, says that BIM or ‘Digital
Engineering’ as referred to at WSP, is more than
the practice of producing federated models. “It
is a workflow that facilitates accessing multidisciplinary knowledge and data to provide a
single source of the truth in real-time, throughout
all phases of an infrastructure project.” Jordan
acknowledges in regions such as Europe, (where
governments and industries are mandating
the method) BIM has gained considerable
momentum, particularly in the last ten years.
Apart from all stakeholders having access to the
same model, Jordan reiterates that BIM is unique
because of its ability to enable a ‘whole of life’
approach to an asset. “This contributes to a safer,
more efficient and more sustainable way to deliver
projects for all parties,” he claims.
When it comes to transport infrastructure, the
current capabilities of BIM enables scheduling,
clash detection and visualisation. “This increases
productivity through sound decision making and
coordination with the ability to visualise multidisciplinary information in detail,” claims Jordan.
Ultimately, it minimises changes and provides a
better understanding of project costs, scheduling
and performance, which reduces risk during
design and construction.
The development of an Asset Information Model
(AIM) through a BIM approach supports a high
level of collaboration and provides significant
advantages to asset owners during the operation
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and maintenance phases of a project’s lifecycle.
As an asset enters the operational phase of a
project lifecycle, an AIM can be used to optimise
operation and maintenance and ensure whole of
life outcomes are achieved by harnessing
data in the model.
Jordan elaborates that this includes having access
to a single source of the truth, attaining a detailed
understanding of various elements, and gaining
increased visibility of the interaction between
those elements. “In countries where the use of
BIM is mandated, a notable change towards
collaborative development of assets during
design, construction, operation and maintenance
is significant,” declares Jordan. He notes that
designers, contractors and asset owners are now
contributing to more holistic outcomes.
From a design perspective, implementing
BIM on a project enhances the engagement of
asset owners and construction professionals
in comparison to traditional delivery methods
such as 2D drawings. Jordan comments that the
replacement of manual drawings in favour of
digital models enables access to better quality
information throughout a project, which in turn
supports improved decision making. “What’s
more, the ability to identify and rectify issues
or clashes with elements at the early stages of a
project drives higher productivity and controls
costs,” he expresses.
Despite the various advantages, one challenge
that many organisations do face in the adoption
of BIM is the cost. Jordan explains that aside from
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Jordan declares that we live
in a digital world and that
advancements in technology such
as generative design, software
algorithms, robotics, artificial
intelligence and virtual reality will
change and evolve BIM processes.

software licence expenses, implementation costs
can run high with hardware upgrades, training
and education as well as business process changes.
“Having clear expectations of the outcomes that
are achievable with BIM is key to realising a return
on investment in the long-term,” he states.
In Scandinavia, WSP collaborated with
consultants, asset owners and contractors to
implement BIM to meet mandated government
specifications for civil infrastructure projects.
Jordan reveals the outcome of this approach
(which ranged from planning to community
engagement, design, construction and operation),
have been well received: “Asset owners and
communities now have a greater understanding
of the projects being developed.” He confirms
that contractors can now better identify
opportunities to reduce waste, undertake
construction differently and improve site safety;
while operators have more valuable data to use
during the life of the asset. “Ultimately, each
asset’s AIM will provide the necessary data to
inform safe decommissioning.”
Given there is a vast range of BIM software
solutions readily available; Jordan clarifies
finding the right one for your organisation is
largely dependent on your need for functionality,
accuracy and efficiency, as well as interoperability.
As software preferences vary across countries,
a seamless BIM workflow requires the ability to
import and export between corporate applications
to maintain a single source of truth.

greater stakeholder engagement for asset owners
through the power of visualisation as well as
virtual and augmented reality,” comments Jordan.
Other positive impacts on the community include
improvements to the design, construction,
operation and maintenance of infrastructure,
with BIM ultimately boosting sustainability
while providing opportunities for more informed
decision making by all stakeholders.
Jordan expresses that although the imperatives
for efficient project delivery are certainly driving
demand for BIM, we won’t see widespread
use across the country until governments and
industries mandate the method. With innovative
designs and challenging construction methods,
implementing a BIM process is paramount to
access data throughout a project collaboratively.
Without defined specifications mandated, it
is difficult to determine long term benefits;
therefore design and construction may only
consider the short-term benefits such as
scheduling, costs and safety.
It’s clear that BIM is helping to optimise critical
processes in the construction industry. Jordan
declares that we live in a digital world and that
advancements in technology such as generative
design, software algorithms, robotics, artificial
intelligence and virtual reality will change
and evolve BIM processes. Thus, new ways of
managing and utilising data in a collaborative
environment will translate into better-informed
designs for many years to come.

COLLABORATIVE BY NATURE

VIRTUAL MODELLING

BETTER DATA QUALITY

DIGITAL SIMULATION

Better building functionality

Early conflict identification

Lifecycle building management

Improved building rendering
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JORDAN DYE

is the Drafting Team
Lead at WSP Perth

Special thanks to the
following from WSP:
Murielle Paviet-Fanolliet
Head of Marcoms and
Editorial Content, ENT
Marketing Operations
Kris Hird
Senior Project Manager
Wolfram Schwarz
Technical Executive

ACCURATE COST ESTIMATION

COMPLETE FLEXIBILITY

NO DATA LOSS

CO-ORDINATED APPROACH

Budget reliability

Highly customisable

Streamline information

Faster project delivery

On the community front, there has been an
increase in engagement in the development
and design of infrastructure. “BIM is supporting
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The down-low on dimmers

Taking Control

Digital Addressable Lighting Interface (DALI)
A two-wire communication interface allowing for up to 64 addressable devices
per DALI network or “universe”. Multiple DALI communication gateways can
be connected to a lighting control system to expand beyond 64 devices. Some
commercial gateways can have two or more separate DALI universes built in.
Each DALI universe must be wired separately.

64

The world of lighting control is vast and consists of thousands
of different products and many different standards. Increasing
demands for energy efficiency in commercial buildings and
the emergence of smart homes in the residential sector have
renewed interest in lighting control solutions. To truly understand
lighting control, an understanding of the terminology and
components that make up these solutions is required.

Analogue - 0-10V & 1-10V

0

10

Contributor: David Ogilvy / Unios

Three major components make up a complete
lighting control solution; a control system,
communication interfaces, and one or more
dimming technologies. Together, these key
elements allow a lighting system to interact with
its built environment.
David Ogilvy, Technical Engineer at Unios, says
that the control system is essentially the brains
of the lighting control solution. “It controls the
flow of information between components such as
graphical displays, touchscreens, buttons, switches,
dials, sensors, timeclocks, schedules and light
fittings themselves,” he expresses. “All these devices
talk via some form of communication interface.”
Logic programmed into the control system
performs the smart functionality of the solution.
“This can be as simple as activating lights when
motion is detected or turning off all lighting when
a security system is armed,” explains David. He says
that more advanced logic (such as automatically
dimming certain lights based on ambient light
levels measured by a sensor) is also possible now
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Digital MultipleX 512 Channels (DMX512)

with most control systems. “The availability of
specific features like this is dependent on which
control system is chosen.”
Besides logic functionality, one of the most
significant considerations when choosing a control
system is the ability for the system to communicate
with end devices. The communication interface
between control systems and devices can be one of
many different communication protocols - each of
these protocols has advantages and disadvantages
as they have been designed for specific purposes.
Control systems tend to have one main
communication interface which allows the
controller to talk to “communication bridges”
that then communicate with devices over
other specific communication interfaces. David
explains that light switches, motion sensors,
touchscreen interfaces and other control devices
from the same company tend to use the same
main communication interface. The availability
of these different bridges means that lighting
control systems can interface with a wide variety

A two-wire analogue interface that provides a voltage signal between 0 and 10
Volts (or 1 to 10) which is used by a light fitting to determine a dimming level.
Multiple lights can be connected to the same signal to control them as a group.
This type of system cannot individually address lights and requires a separate
0-10V controller wired to each group of common lights.

512

A DMX controller sends up to 512 channels worth of data down a 3-wire 5-pin XLR
connector to lighting devices. Each lighting device receives the full set of data and
then passes it down the line to the next lighting device. each configured to use any
one of the channels allowing for multiple lights to be assigned to the same channel
and effectively grouping them.

CONTRIBUTOR
DAVID OGILVY

Technical Engineer
at Unios

Phase-Cut
Phase-cut dimming connects or disconnects the AC power supply in the middle
of each cycle at a position called the phase angle - which determines the level
of dimming. Phase-cut dimmers can be either leading-edge, where the power is
turned on part way through the start of the cycle, or trailing edge, where the power
is turned off part way through the end of the cycle.

Wireless Mesh
Devices using wireless communications like wifi or bluetooth typically connect to a
central access point through which all data flows. This requires that each device is
within range of the central access point. In a wireless mesh network, each device
connects to other nearby devices, and they relay messages between themselves.
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Typical Lighting Control Ecosystem

DMX
512

Ethernet

Driver

LOW LEVEL
COMMS INTERFACE

MOTION
SENSOR

Constant
Current

Pulse Width
Modulation
Driver

Wifi

The Control System

PHYSICAL
SWITCH

The brain of the lighting control ecosystem, controlling how information
is processed and distributed among other sections in the system.

Communication Interfaces

RS485

The smart functionality of a lighting system is achieved through its
communication interfaces. Each type of interface is defined by a
language spoken and the medium through which information travels.
There are a few choices for communication interfaces, none inherently
better than the other, but rather the best choice is dependent on the
systems designed purpose. Multiple types of interfaces may be used in
a system to connect a variety of end devices.

AUTOMATIC
TIMER

Data Bridge

DIGITAL
INTERFACE

SWITCH

CONTROL
SYSTEM

of different lights.” David states that it’s important to choose a
lighting control system that supports the same communication
interface as your lights.

Perfect compatibility between all dimmers and drivers is hard to
achieve making phase-cut dimmers a less than ideal technology
for modern LED solutions.

Once communication has been established with a light fitting,
a control system can instruct that light fitting to dim to the
desired setting or turn on/off. Modern LED drivers achieve this
by adjusting their constant voltage or current output to suit, or by
Pulse Width Modulating (PWM) their output.

When it comes to commercial spaces, DALI is the most dominant
communication protocol, especially when lights need to be
individually controlled. David says that Analogue Dimming
(0-10V / 1-10V) and Digital Serial Interface (DSI) are far less
common nowadays, but were much more popular before DALI
was introduced. “All of these options are wired solutions and
require additional cabling on top of regular power cabling.”

“Older magnetic ballast fluorescent lighting and incandescent
lighting relied on phase-cutting the power to lower the amount
of light produced,” reports David. In this legacy environment,
phase-cut dimmers were effectively the communication interface
and dimming technology in one unit.
David explains that due to its existing install base and the
current transition to LED in the retrofit market, phase-cut
dimming is one of the most popular methods of dimming LED
lighting in the residential market. He further elaborates that LED
chips are driven by the LED driver - not directly controlled by
the phase-cut power supply. “LED drivers must detect the level
of phase-cutting and translate this into a dimmed output level.”
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Residential installations tend to have lower budgets for cabling
and in the case of retrofitting, they have much more restricted
access to existing cable pathways. David explains that rotary dial
phase-cut dimmers are quite popular in the residential market
as they re-use the existing power cabling also to carry a dimming
signal. Digital phase-cut dimmers are available that interface
with lighting control systems to serve the same purpose. David
comments that for this reason, phase-cut dimming has stuck
around even as we progress further into the era of LED lighting.
Some higher-end smart homes use Analogue Dimming, but it

DATA
BRIDGE

requires the use of compatible LED lights and drivers. “It is much
more popular overseas in the US market,” remarks David.
Some common commercial systems in Australia include Clipsal’s
C-Bus System and Phillips’ Dynalite which use their own
proprietary control bus protocols, C-Bus and DyNet respectively.
ABB offers their i-Bus range of products which use the open KNX
standard for communication between control devices. “Casambi
now offers a wifi and bluetooth based system for installations
requiring wireless connectivity,” adds David.
We see that there are also lighting control solutions designed
specifically for residential installations, while many commercial
systems can be scaled down to suit. David explains that major
tech companies have built platforms for automation that include
lighting control. “Apple offers the HomeKit platform, Google
offers Google Assistant, and Amazon has Alexa.” These platforms
rely on third-party products to implement automation tasks,
which include lighting control.

The data bridge acts as a translator for the communication
interface; it deciphers the data stream and rewrites it so that
specific devices can understand the requested operation and
respond to it. There are several end devices on the market, so it
is essential to choose the right devices for the system being
employed and its available data bridges.

most common scenario when it comes to lighting control, which
is devices connecting using a more traditional interface with a
communication bridge connecting them to a wifi network. “The
popular Philips HUE series of smart lights can be connected to
Apple HomeKit, Google Assistant or Amazon Alexa through the
use of a HUE Bridge.”
When considering a lighting control solution, it’s best to start
with the control system. Find one that suits your functionality
needs and budgetary requirements. This includes any sensors or
physical interfaces like buttons or touch panels. Then make sure
the required communication bridges are available to interface
with your chosen lights. Finally, ensure the light fittings have
drivers with the correct communication interface. Keep in mind
that some products are highly integrated and may perform more
than one of the core functions.

For some devices, they can connect directly to wifi and are
compatible with one or more of the three major platforms and
sometimes with their own platform as well. David explores the
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Meeting in the Middle
Product substitution is becoming increasingly prevalent and
a reality of the design and construction process. As lighting
rapidly develops as a technology and as a design focus in
buildings, so does a rise in the number of new manufacturers
and luminaires flooding the market. Although this abundance of
product availability now provides increased choices in the lighting
design process, it also leads to the subjective topic of product
substitution in the building cycle.
Contributors: Scott Meek / Stallard Meek Architects, Andrew Moss / Fredon

CONTRIBUTOR
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is a Patrner of Stallard
Meek Architects

PRODUCT SUBSTITUTION IS CONSIDERED
for various reasons, including but not limited to;
the availability of the specified product, delivery
time, installation requirements, or in the time
between project design and project build, newer
products superseding the specified products.

functionality; subsequently leading to further
costs during the lifetime of the building. Scott
admits this is prevalent in lighting selection and
remarks that product substitution has become
increasingly common when selecting fittings in
the last few years.

Scott Meek is the Partner of Stallard Meek
Architects, an architectural practice based in the
heart of Norwood, South Australia. Scott is all too
familiar with this element of the construction
industry and believes that the process occurs
when contracts ask for high-grade luminaires
which can be replaced by products that appear
aesthetically similar and at a lower cost.

Scott’s primary concern in the substitution
of luminaires is the lack of knowledge geared
towards the importance of quality, compliance
and functionality. “Getting the light right
for a build takes effort, so when a product
is substituted, it can often affect the colour,
output and mood, which will often lead to an
inferior finished outcome for the end user,” Scott
reiterates. He emphasises that there is always a
reason behind his selections which will correlate
to the build and capabilities of the fitting itself.
Other considerations will include colour shift and
predetermining a more sustainable/long-term
product, which will be a more cost-effective,
long-term solution.

Scott spends a great deal of time designing around
particular products for specific outcomes, so when
those products are replaced, his entire designs are
often affected. He feels, unless considered carefully,
substitution of a specified product leads to the
sacrifice in quality, functionality and aesthetics
of the light fitting itself, along with disrupting
the design result. “Often a substitution will look
the same, certainly works the same but doesn’t
maintain the same level of quality,” Scott implies.
Many architects share the same concern that
although the owner may initially be happy
obtaining savings as a result of using a more
available or affordable option, the substitution
may result in inferior performance and
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As product substitution is becoming increasingly
commonplace, some bring a different perspective.
Andrew Moss, Project Manager at Fredon, one of
Australia’s providers of engineering, construction
and facilities services, believes that product
substitution can sometimes provide solutions to
concerns with product availability and meeting
budget requirements.
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“The key is transparency and
open communication channels
that continually lead back
to the form and functional
criteria set for each product.”

CONTRIBUTOR
ANDREW MOSS

is the Project Manager
of Fredon

Andrew expresses that for him, it’s about
availability, complying with the builder’s schedule
and staying on budget. As a project manager,
his top priority is the project schedule, so an
alternative that costs more money but saves on
time is favourable. “In the long run, if a schedule
runs over, it will often cost us more money than
the initial substitution,” he explains.
In some cases, subcontractors feel they can offer
a value engineered solution that can meet the
criteria of the original specified product at a lower
cost. Andrew elaborates; “It’s about taking a broader
view and looking at the selection of products to
see if a more time and cost-effective solution
exists that will achieve the same project objectives.”
From Andrew’s involvement in the construction
process, product substitution can sometimes
solve problems and identify and eliminate costs
while improving function and quality. “The aim is
to match or increase the value of products while
satisfying the product’s performance requirements
at the lowest possible cost.”
For an architect, it is imperative to keep the
communication open. “The key is transparency
and open communication channels that
continually lead back to the form and functional
criteria set for each product,” Scott expresses. If
you want a product to stay, Scott says you need to
lock it down with the client, builder or contractor
and be firm with your decision. “If it’s right then
it should remain, if there is a better solution out
there, then architects will be open to hearing it,”
he comments. In some instances, the
builder may discover a better solution due to
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dealing with the product on a day to day basis and
from having excellent product knowledge.
With both sides having their priorities, influences
and deadlines to consider in each project, a
level of transparency is key between all parties.
Understanding that product substitution is
sometimes unavoidable is fundamental; however,
a process should be followed which considers the
effects of a substitution and ensures all parties
are made aware. As there is such value placed on
a clear specification strategy, there should be a
rigorous process for evaluating substitutions too.
The process should commence at the beginning
of a project and ensure that the contract has been
checked with the owner for any possible problems.
Andrew says whoever has made the changes needs
to ensure the implied and implicit warranties in
the relevant building legislation are not affected.
Next to consider are the environmental
challenges, effects on other design features,
materials and the impact on any features directly
asked by the designer or building owner. “This is a
big one for us - little things like making sure the
light fitting will be okay by the beach or checking
they are IP rated for external use are all things we
consider - each selection has a purpose and role to
play,” Scott indicates.
It is essential to understand that certain design
choices have been made for a reason and that
in some cases, substituting will alter the desired
aesthetic result. “It can be as simple as specifying
an external grade LED strip which emits a perfect
line of light, to then be substituted by an inferior

product which produces a very dotty, inefficient
illumination,” Scott advises. He says the cheaper
strips have a poor colour shift that changes over
time and does not emit the clean line intended by
architects. “The quality level is just not there, and
as a result, the aesthetics are compromised.”
Other critical elements to consider when
substituting are restrictions under various
legislations, planning restrictions, the
consequences of the product failing and what
the product does in terms of performance
required by the NCC, Australian Standards and
relevant building laws.
Lastly, the proposed substitution should be
discussed with all parties, with any changes
recorded in the contract. “If building work is
involved and the building consent has already
been issued, the building surveyor should be
contacted for approval before moving forward,”
confirms Andrew. From here, the building
surveyor will decide whether a change is a minor
variation or whether an amendment to the
building approval is needed.
There is a right way and wrong way to approach
product substitution, but what comes first
should always be the quality and longevity of the
product. Most would agree that it is a practice
that is occurring more frequently with the
commoditisation of lighting within the industry,
but there is a process that should be followed to
ensure the best outcome for all involved. It comes
down to an understanding of when a substitution
is appropriate, why it has been put forward and
how it is communicated to all stakeholders.
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Adding Life to
Your Landscapes
Well-executed lighting concepts can cast outdoor spaces in the
best possible light, and through creative design can add style
and dimension to enhance any environment. Not only is exterior
lighting an essential and necessary component to outdoor
areas, but the concept itself can entirely transform a space.
Contributor: Troy Merchant / LED Outdoor

TROY MERCHANT IS THE DIRECTOR OF LED OUTDOOR
in Adelaide and says the importance of exterior lighting is just
as critical as interior lighting. Troy and his wife, Andrea are
both experts in the field and found themselves in the industry
due to their mutual love of the outdoors, architectural design,
and their previous experience in residential and stage lighting.
He says that it took over a year to fine-tune his product range
due to the rigorous testing, researching and developing of each
product. “This gave us time to experiment and fine-tune the art
of landscape lighting.”
When designing a landscape space, Troy will run through
a set of questions with his clients which will outline their
expectations from the lighting concept. He explains it is critical
to clarify what exactly the client needs, and from there he will
begin the design process. As each client’s lighting needs will
vary immensely, Troy will evaluate the client, the space, and
from there, employ his approach. “My concepts will range from
conservative to creative, it all just depends on the client and
space,” he remarks.
Of course, each design concept will depend mainly on the type
of project too, what the budget looks like and how the occupant
intends to use the space. LED Outdoor recently worked on
Mount Lofty House in the Adelaide Hills (a heritage listed
building with stunning landscaped gardens that form part
of the Mount Lofty Botanic Garden). Troy reveals the owners
were looking to accent pathways and focal points around the
gardens that would connect their guests with beauty that
surrounded them and extend the overall experience. “The warm
white lighting naturally accentuated the hues and textures that
mother nature provided, creating a harmonious connection
between the outside to within.”
While outdoor lighting not only ensures security and safety; it
also has the power to enhance the ambience and functionality
of any landscape. Troy expresses that people often forget the
important decisions concerning outdoor lighting and that it will
play a substantial role in the nighttime view of their property.
Troy believes when it comes to ambience, not everything needs
to be illuminated: “How can you appreciate light without some
form of darkness?” He will also refrain from using a floodlight
unless it is necessary and will always be considerate of the
surrounding environment, nature and neighbours.
←↗→
Golding Wines,
Adelaide Hills
Image supplied by LED Outdoor
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“How can you
appreciate light
without some form
of darkness?”
On floodlighting, Troy states it is like a camera flash: “it washes
light over everything which is great for overall security but adds
nothing to create any ambience.” He further clarifies that being
able to control the beam angle prevents wastage of light and
that the design of a floodlight’s large face makes it hard for this
type of lighting to be discreet, “they create a lot of glare which is
what we try to prevent.”
For outdoor lighting, darker surfaces will absorb light, where
a lighter surface will reflect light. Troy remarks that this is
why you need luminaires with higher light output when
illuminating darker surfaces. “You need to control the light
through careful selection of lumen levels and beam angles
while avoiding hotspots, like when the light hits a surface with
too much intensity.”
A consideration of where an outdoor lighting design is situated
is an integral part of the process. “Light levels vary immensely
between a country landscape and a city environment; this will
inevitably determine the amount of light which is required.”
Troy declares his main priority is the visual comfort of his
clients; “I achieve a pleasant lighting level by avoiding direct
glare, along with the careful placement of luminaires.” He does
this by getting as much information as to how each client will
experience the light; the general ambience they are after and
what other luminaires are in the area. “The direction in which
the lights are placed, the use of glare guards on our garden
spikes, or honeycomb filters on ingrounds are all important
factors in the design process.”
Although CRI is not as crucial in landscape lighting as it is
within an indoor space, Troy confirms that LED Outdoor
will never use anything less than 80 CRI. “When you select
luminaires with high CRI, colours will pop, textures will stand

out, and finishes have depth,” he states. Of course, selecting a
high CRI when designing an outdoor space is important too,
given it assists in creating the desired ambience. “I’ll always
ensure entertaining areas are warm and inviting with my CRI
selection,” comments Troy.
Some current outdoor lighting trends include spotlighting,
highlighting, silhouetting, shadowing and grazing. “Using light
to designate what’s most important intuitively draws attention
to specific spaces,” expresses Troy.
A space can easily be lit from the outside, but a good lighting
outcome will incorporate layers of light to aspects like the
pathway and its endpoint. “The quality of outdoor lighting is
so much more important than indoor because of the harsh
environments the luminaires must face by being in full weather
and often in coastal conditions,” he expresses.
For Troy, creating the right mood with light is a critical
component to his plans. “When we design for landscape
lighting, it is about building something different to what we see
during the day,” he comments. “This is why we love uplighting,
as it is such a contrast to downlighting in which we get from the
sun.” He claims that uplighting generally creates more shadows
and can make leaves and trees glow.
As clients are spending more time in their outdoor spaces,
exterior lighting is more important than ever. “It is definitely a
growing industry - with LEDs, we now have the ability to create
a lighting concept that is both functional and attractive,” Troy
states. In addition to providing brightness, outdoor lighting can
draw attention away from problem spots and highlight special
features. Troy says with improvements in technology, lighting
up a landscape now doesn’t cost the earth to run.

↑→
Mount Lofty House,
Adelaide Hills
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Four common
lighting techniques
for landscaping

1

Uplighting
Uplighting is one of the simplest forms of exterior
lighting. You can use this form of lighting to create
drama with a taller structure or tree.
Use: Spotlights, Inground Uplights

2
Shadowing
Achieve shadowing by placing the light between
the central point and the item which you want to
illuminate, with the light source aimed at the item.
You catch shadows when you have a wall or flat
surface behind the item.
Use: Spotlights, Inground Uplights, Floodlights

3
With the development of LEDs, lighting design has entirely
transformed the way we think about lighting landscapes,
providing multiple possibilities for interior and exterior spaces.
Troy states that with the progression of technology in recent
years, there are greater opportunities for smaller and more
powerful luminaires, which were not possible before. With
the improved efficiency and output from many luminaires,
landscapers can produce creative effects to emphasise textures
and architectural elements without the light source even being
viewed. “Previously landscapers needed large 240V luminaires
to achieve what we can now do with one-tenth the wattage and
the size as before,” comments Troy.
Troy explains wayfinding is a primary safety aspect of lighting
but can also add a nice visual effect, providing depth and
interest in his designs. “When choosing wayfinding luminaires
we always consider glare and love using products that focus the
light onto the ground rather than into your eye,” he emphasises.
By using an assortment of strip lighting, bollards, path, handrail
and inground lights, Troy creates appealing concepts which
help guide people through outside environments.
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Outdoor lighting provides people with the chance to appreciate
their outdoor spaces at night. Troy comments; “People spend
so much time making their yard, and home exterior look good,
why would they hide it once the sun goes down?” With a trend
in land size decreasing, he suggests we learn to utilise the space
we have. “Even though people may have smaller outdoor spaces
than ever before, it is super important to maximise the impact
of the space. Lighting helps bring the outdoor spaces inside.”
LED Outdoor completed an exterior lighting concept for the
Golding Winery in Lobethal, South Australia. “The gardens
are mostly mature, so we did a lot of uplighting to accent the
natural elements.” The project called for uplighting to graze
the beautiful stone on the exterior barn walls and given these
luminaires were so close to the entertaining space, LED Outdoor
installed honeycomb lenses into the luminaires to limit glare
for guests. The project utilised the combination of downlighting
the path and uplighting the trees which ensured a majestic
ambience was created without the discomfort of light shining
in the faces of guests. Troy explains that LED Outdoor used
track lights for general illumination in the barn, and around

Grazing

the edges of the building used spotlights to add warmth by
grazing the stone. “The area is commonly used for weddings so
ambience and functionality were equally important.”
It’s significant to note that no matter what the size or design of
the exterior spaces, landscape lighting will always enhance the
positives. With exterior lighting noted amongst one of the most
desirable characteristics for buyers, there’s no denying it is an
integral part of any design. Troy notes that landscape lighting
makes properties look more luxurious, expensive and leads to
an increase in value.

To achieve grazing, place the light close to a flat
surface and aim directly up or down the surface to
create dramatic light and shadow play.
Use: Inground Uplights, Hardscape Lights

CONTRIBUTOR
TROY MERCHANT

is the Director of
LED Outdoor

For Troy, various elements impact the result of a lighting
outcome in exterior spaces, ranging from; luminaires used,
glare and location. For LED Outdoor, multiple techniques
are employed which help achieve various lighting effects.
Landscape lighting design will remain to be a fine art that
accomplishes many things all at the same time, adding space
and a dynamic form to an otherwise bland exterior.

4
Pathway Lighting
Place the fixtures on either side of the path and
work back and forth to create a successful and
inviting entry. Be careful not to use too many lights
which can make the space feel cramped.
Use: Pathway Lights, Bollards

↖↑
Golding Wines,
Adeliade Hills
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Subscribe Now
Launched in September 2018, Universal Light is a
biannual magazine with contributions by lighting
experts for the lighting specifier community.

With contributions from some of
Australia’s leading practitioners and
renowned photographers, Universal
Light gives insight into the growing
recognition and importance of
lighting in architecture.

More than a collection of case studies
and products, the magazine moves
the conversation towards advancing
technologies, the changing nature of
specification and the maturation of
digital innovations.

Published by Unios, Universal Light
comes together in collaboration with
some of Australia’s leading voices in
lighting and design.

Distributed to every corner of
Australasia with an initial circulation
of 1,500 copies, Universal Light seeks
to spread a unified passion for light
for all environments.

ENQUIRE FOR FREE PRINT EDITION AT UNIOS.COM/UNIVERSALLIGHT

Interested in
contributing to
Universal Light?
We are looking for contributors
If you are an architect, engineer, consultant
or lighting designer and are interested
in contributing to the Universal Light
magazine, get in touch with the Unios
team. Universal Light will cover a variety of
topics ranging from the adoption of Revit
to new technology in lighting.

EMAIL AMY@UNIOS.COM
PHONE +61 8 924 8 1888

About the Publisher
Unios believe in light as an extension of every surface, every structure – enriching
everyday experiences through light. By blending precise design and engineering,
they bring light to life in all its diversity. As agile makers of light, they shape and
build luminaires that blend aesthetics and technology. Unios luminaires help define
and accentuate the environments we live and work in; now and in the future.

LEARN MORE ABOUT US AT UNIOS.COM

Instagram: instagram.com/unioslight
Facebook: facebook.com/unioslight
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/unios

Pinterest: pinterest.com/unioslight
Twitter: twitter.com/unioslight

DFO, Perth
Lighting supplied by Mondoluce
Photographed by Richie Lu
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